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The sun provides energy for all living things
on Earth. Plants (producers) need air, water,
and energy from the sun in order to make
food for themselves. This process is called
photosynthesis. Common plants in the
prairie ecosystem are grass, hay, corn,
wheat, and soybeans.

Grass is a plant that grows using energy
from the sun. Plants use this energy to
make their own food using air and water
through a process called photosynthesis.
Grass is common in a prairie ecosystem,
and is eaten by insects like grasshoppers,
small rodents like mice, and even large
mammals like cows.
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Corn is a plant that grows using energy from
the sun. Plants use this energy to make
their own food using air and water through a
process called photosynthesis. Corn is
common in a prairie ecosystem, and is eaten
by insects like grasshoppers, and small
rodents like mice and chipmunks.

Wheat is a plant that grows using energy
from the sun. Plants use this energy to
make their own food using air and water
through a process called photosynthesis.
Wheat is common in a prairie ecosystem,
and is eaten by insects like grasshoppers,
small rodents like mice, and even large
mammals like cows.
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Soybeans are plants that grow using energy
from the sun. Plants use this energy to
make their own food using air and water
through a process called photosynthesis.
Soybeans are common in a prairie
ecosystem, and are eaten by small rodents
like mice and chipmunks.

Mice are small mammals that must find
plants to eat in order to survive. In the
prairie environment, mice will often eat
plants like hay, corn, wheat, soybeans, or
even grass. Mice do need to be careful
though, because they have a number of
predators wanting to eat them. Possible
predators are coyotes, hawks, or foxes.
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Cows are large mammals that must find
plants to eat in order to survive. In the
prairie environment, cows will often eat
plants like hay, wheat, or even grass.
Because cows are so large, they do not have
many predators, but still have to watch out
for coyotes.

Coyotes are predatory mammals that must
find other animals to eat in order to survive.
In the prairie environment, coyotes will often
eat small mammals like mice or chipmunks,
or even large mammals like cows. They do
not have any predators.
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Foxes are predatory mammals that must find
other animals to eat in order to survive. In
the prairie environment, foxes will often eat
mice, chipmunks, or even insects like
grasshoppers. They do not have many
predators.

Hawks are predatory birds that must find
other animals to eat in order to survive. In
the prairie environment, hawks will often eat
small mammals like mice or chipmunks.
They do not have any predators.
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Chipmunks are small mammals that must
find plants and bugs to eat in order to
survive. In the prairie environment,
chipmunks will often eat plants like corn or
soybeans. They also might eat
grasshoppers or worms. Chipmunks do
need to be careful though, because they
have a number of predators wanting to eat
them. Possible predators are coyotes,
hawks, or foxes.

Worms are small animals that live in the dirt.
Worms are decomposers, which means that
they eat dead or decaying plants or animals
and return the nutrients to the soil to be later
used by growing plants. Because
everything that is living eventually must die,
you could say that worms eat all organisms
in the prairie environment (grass, mice,
coyotes, hawks, hay, corn, cows, foxes,
chipmunks, wheat, soybeans, &
grasshoppers)
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Mushrooms are a kind of fungus.
Mushrooms are decomposers, which means
that they eat dead or decaying plants or
animals and return the nutrients to the soil
to be later used by growing plants. Because
everything that is living eventually must die,
you could say that worms eat all organisms
in the prairie environment (grass, mice,
coyotes, hawks, hay, corn, cows, foxes,
chipmunks, wheat, soybeans, &
grasshoppers)

Hay is a plant that grows using energy from
the sun. Plants use this energy to make
their own food using air and water through a
process called photosynthesis. Hay is
common in a prairie ecosystem, and is eaten
by insects like grasshoppers, small rodents
like mice, and even large mammals like
cows.
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Bacteria are microscopic organisms that
exist in all environments. Bacteria are
decomposers, which means that they eat
dead or decaying plants or animals and
return the nutrients to the soil to be later
used by growing plants. Because
everything that is living eventually must die,
you could say that worms eat all organisms
in the prairie environment (grass, mice,
coyotes, hawks, hay, corn, cows, foxes,
chipmunks, wheat, soybeans, &
grasshoppers)

Grasshoppers are insects that must find
plants to eat in order to survive. In the
prairie environment, grasshoppers will often
eat plants like hay, corn, wheat, or even
grass. Grasshoppers do need to be careful
though, because they have a number of
predators wanting to eat them. Possible
predators are chipmunks, or foxes.

